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How to use this pack:  
1. This pack is intended for Year 5 and Year 6 students and focuses on the theme ‘SCHOOL AND 

EDUCATION’. 
 
2. Perhaps students could start by covering the Listening and Reading Tasks first to prepare them 

for the Speaking and Writing Tasks.  Suggestion: Do a speaking task and a writing task closer 
to the end of the week and encourage your children to use the vocabulary they learned in the 
reading and listening tasks. Also, encourage your children to use the ‘writing frames’ included 
in the pack.   You might wish to follow the guidelines below: 

 
 Skill Task Pages 

Monday Listening School Uniform   3-5 
Tuesday Reading School Children Punished Over 

Wrong Trousers 
School of Hope  

6-11 

Wednesday Speaking Discussion  
Interview 

12-13 

Thursday Writing Poster 
Opinion Article 

14-19 

Friday Literature Prose: How Green You Are! 20-22 
 
4. The Literature Tasks can be done on any day throughout the week. It is not only meant to 

promote reading but it also helps expand language awareness and structure and encourage 
different levels of interpretation and connection with oneself, the world and other texts. The 
aim is to enjoy reading literary texts.  

 
5. The Idioms section exposes students to several idioms, which they can use in their writing and 

speaking tasks.  
 
6. The Try to Watch and Read section not only supplements the topic but it exposes the students 

to the theme in an entertaining way. Then fill in a book and/or film review about one of the 
suggested books and/or movies.  

 
7. We hope you find this resource pack useful. Any suggestions or feedback would be 

appreciated. Feel free to contact      Ms Pamela Zerafa (Education Officer): 
pamela.zerafa@ilearn.edu.mt (25982067) or Ms Mary Jude Camilleri (HoD): 
mary.jude.camilleri@ilearn.edu.mt for more information.  

 

mailto:pamela.zerafa@ilearn.edu.mt
mailto:mary.jude.camilleri@ilearn.edu.mt
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LISTENING TASK 

School Uniforms 

You are about to listen to four students talking about their school uniform.  

Pre-Listening/Warmer 

Ask: Look closely at these pictures. What can you see in each picture? What do 
all pictures have in common? (students, students at school, students wearing a 
uniform …)   

 

Ask: Do you like your school uniform? Why? Describe it for me.  

Click on the following two links. You will learn about school uniforms around the 
world.  

https://kids.kiddle.co/School_uniform   

https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/world/school-uniforms-from-around-the-
world/ss-BBPB1LK 

Ask: Which is your favourite uniform? Why? Which one do you think would be the 
most/least comfortable? 

https://kids.kiddle.co/School_uniform
https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/world/school-uniforms-from-around-the-world/ss-BBPB1LK
https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/world/school-uniforms-from-around-the-world/ss-BBPB1LK
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Procedure for Listening 

a) First, the students read the questions.  
b) Listen to the clip: http://taleinmalta.wixsite.com/elrc/audio-clips-for-stay-at-home-packs.  

In case Internet is not available, please get an adult to read the text below. The text is 
heard for the first time.  

(The students may start writing if they wish to.)  
c) Students attempt to answer the questions.  
d) Read the text. Text is heard for the second time.  
e) Students try to complete all of the tasks.  
f) Final revision of answers by students 

http://taleinmalta.wixsite.com/elrc/audio-clips-for-stay-at-home-packs
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A. Tick (✓) the correct statement.  

 I like my 
uniform. 

I do not like   
my uniform. 

I want to wear 
my uniform. 

I do not want 
to wear my 

uniform. 
Tilly     
Willy     
Mike     

Sasha     
 

B. Fill in. 

At Tilly’s school the students wear a 1) ____________ jacket and jumper with a 
2) ____________ shirt. Tilly doesn’t like her uniform but, it 3) ____________ 
life easier. She doesn’t have to 4) ____________ what to wear each day. Will 
thinks that the rules about uniforms are too 5) ____________at his school. Last 
week he was in 6) ____________ because he went to school with 7) 
____________socks. At Mike’s school the students wear 8) ____________ 
polo shirts with 9) ____________ trousers or skirts. He likes his uniform 
because everyone looks the 10) ____________. Sasha 11) ____________her 
uniform because it’s very 12) ____________. She was in detention because she 
wore 13) ____________ and because her 14) ____________was too short.  

 

Post-listening Design and label your own school uniform. Then describe it.  

 

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
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READING TASKS 

Reading Task 1  

What happens when a student in your school does not wear the school uniform 
properly? Read this text to learn about what happened to a number of students in 
a school in England.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Circle True or False 
a) A school in England apologised to over 500 students.       T   F 
b) Students were given 8 hours’ detention for not following a dress code. T   F 
c) A school boss said skin-tight trousers were inappropriate for school.     T   F 
d) The head teacher said the school should have been stricter.      T   F 
e) Parents agreed with the students getting detention.       T   F 
f) One parent was angry her daughter had lost two days of education.    T   F 
g) The school did not send a letter informing parents of the dress code.    T   F 
h) The head teacher said the school should be clearer about uniforms.      T   F
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2. Match the meaning of the words.  
a apologised  assortment 
b conforming  contravening 
c breaking  anguished 
d appropriate  absurd 
e variety  said sorry 
f furious  viewpoint 
g distressed  suitable 
h ridiculous  complying 
i opinion  exact 
j specific  enraged 

 
 

3. A policy is a set of guidelines or rules. Does your school have a strict uniform 

policy? ______ What happens if you do not wear your uniform as expected? 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What other policies (rules) does your school have (e.g. healthy eating policy)? 
List two of them.  
 
a) ________________________________________________________ 

b) ________________________________________________________ 

 
5. The following are a list of school no-no’s. Which ones do you believe are the 

biggest no-no’s? Rank them starting from the biggest.  
 
purple hair  
sleeping in class  
truancy   
bullying  
cheating during tests and exams  
being late for assembly  
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Reading Task 2 
Now you are going to read a text about a girl who ended up being home-
schooled just like you right now. Read her story to know why she could not 
attend school and what she ended up doing from home.  
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1. Rachel is ill. Fill in the doctor’s form for her.  

 
 

2. Circle True or False.  
a) Rachel did not attend school because of a stomach illness.  T F 
b) At home, Rachel used to spend her time writing articles.   T F 
c) Rachel’s Cambodian friend told her that children in Cambodia   T F 

did not go to school. 
d) Cambodia is in Asia.        T F 
e) Cambodia is a very poor country.       T F 
f) Rachel tried to raise money by making signs with her name on.   T F 
g) In total €75, 000 were collected for the school.    T F 
h) Rachel is still raising money for the school.     T F 

 
 

3. Tick (✓) four correct facts about the school. 

The school was near a popular temple.  
The school was in a village with no electricity or water.  
The school kept animals on its grounds.   
The school had computers and Internet access.  
The school Rachel built was a secondary school.   
The students who attend the school are obedient   
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4. Match the words from the article with their definitions. 

a distant from you  tutor 
b help  faraway 
c someone who gives private lessons  roam 
d a building used for worship   assistance 
e move with no particular purpose   equipped with 
f provided with the things you need  temple 
g collecting money for a good-purpose  generator 
h someone who uses force to rule a country  fund-raising 
i a machine that produces electricity  dictator 

 

 

5. In which order did the events take place? Write the numbers from 1-6. 

Rachel went to Cambodia.  
Rachel opened a school there.  
Rachel got ill and could not go to school.  
Rachel decided to build a school.  
Rachel read an article about Cambodia.  
Rachel raised some money.  

 

 

6. Read this sentence from paragraph 3, “In truth, I was pretty confused about 
how I would raise enough money …” 
Pretty means quite. 
Can you think of something you find: 
a. pretty interesting? _________________________________________ 
b. pretty boring?_____________________________________________ 
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7. Complete Rachel’s diary:  

 
8. To build a school you need funds for the building, the desks, the chairs, the books 

… How can you raise all the money to build a school?  
You can….  
a. write to a big bank to ask for money  
b. email people to ask for money  
c. _________________________________________________________  
d. ________________________________________________________  
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SPEAKING TASK 

Speaking Task 1 – Discussion  

Read the questions thoroughly, research the topic on the card and think critically. 
Then you can: 

 share and discuss your opinion with your family, friends and teacher; OR 
 create a Flipgrid by clicking on the following link 

https://flipgrid.com/a88b1956 . You can download your Flipgrid and share 
it with your teacher.  

Do uniforms prepare students for life at work?  

Are uniforms important for giving the school a good image?  

Do uniforms take away a student's individuality? 

What are the advantages of wearing a school uniform?   

Should students have a say about their uniform?  

Would it be ok for students to wear piercings and make-up?   

 

The Listening and Reading tasks and the Opinion Article on page 18 can give you 
plenty of ideas. You might also want to view this short debate 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwXZisYEQZs  

Remember that a good discussion needs to meet the following success criteria.  

Make sure you can tick all the following   . 

I stuck to the time-limit (5 minutes).       

I understood the topic well and discussed it in full.  

I organised my ideas and provided examples to support my views.  

I was completely prepared for the discussions.  

I maintained eye contact with my listeners/the camera.  

I spoke clearly and pronounced words correctly.  

https://flipgrid.com/a88b1956
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwXZisYEQZs
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Speaking Task 2 – Interview 

 
Imagine you are a radio host or a TV host. You can interview the Head of School, 
the class teacher or the class LSE. What would you like to ask them? Would you 
like to know how they are spending their days since schools shut? Do you want to 
know more about their role? Would you like to know what expectations they have 
for their students and for the next scholastic year?  

 Brainstorm what you would like to know.  
 Write it down.  
 Then form suitable questions.  

 
Remember to ask questions that do not require a yes or no answer. The questions 
asked should encourage the person being interviewed to answer in sentences 
explaining in detail his or her thoughts. These question starters can help you.  
 
 

Good luck and have fun! 
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WRITING TASKS 

For templates and guidelines, please refer to the Writing Resource Pack attached or via this link:  
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/new_syllabi/Documents/Yr03_to_Yr06_English/English_Level_5_Writi

ng_Genre_Resource_Pack_2020.pdf 

Short Writing Task  

Poster 

Like Rachel Rosenfeld, you and your friends are planning to collect funds to build a new 
school in a poor country. You need plenty of funds so you start a fund-raising activity. 
Create a poster on Picsay or Piccolage to explain why you need to build the school, how 
the school is going to be and how people can help you (not just by donating money).  
 

 

 

The writing 
frame can 
help you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write three 

important facts about 

the new school. 

https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/new_syllabi/Documents/Yr03_to_Yr06_English/English_Level_5_Writing_Genre_Resource_Pack_2020.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/new_syllabi/Documents/Yr03_to_Yr06_English/English_Level_5_Writing_Genre_Resource_Pack_2020.pdf
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Long Writing Task 

Argumentative Article 

Should children wear a uniform at school? Write an article for your school website 
discussing the advantages and disadvantages of school uniforms. In the end, express 
your opinion. Remember to find reasons to support your opinion. 
 

In an argumentative article you must state the pros (advantages) and cons 
(disadvantages) and then in the third paragraph, express your opinion i.e. if you are in 
favour or against by giving valid reasons.  

 
 
Use the table below to list different reasons which can then help you form an opinion. 
Then have a look at them and decide whether children should wear a uniform or not at 
school. 
 

Reasons why children should wear a 
uniform at school  

Reasons why children should not wear a 
uniform at school  
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These two word mats offer different Useful Words and Phrases for argumentative articles 
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An example of an argumentative article about the use of uniforms by children. 
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 Writing a balanced argument: 
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LITERATURE TASK 

Pre-Reading/Warmer Task:  
If you are a Year 6 student you are probably feeling excited and maybe anxious 
because next scholastic year you are going to go to a new school. You will make 
new friends, meet new teachers and wear a new uniform.  
Now click on this link. It’s a movie clip which does not need any introduction. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SafKm0tsSOw 
Then try to answer these questions.  
 What was the name of the train?  
 In which school year were the 

students on board the train? 
 How do you think Harry Potter and 

Ron Weasley were feeling:  
a) when they left the train?  
b) when they saw Hogwarts? 

 Describe their uniform. Do you like it? 
Is it suitable for a witchcraft school? 
 

 The children met Professor Minerva 
McGonagall at the top of the stairs. 
Do you like what she was wearing? Do 
you think teachers should wear a 
uniform to school? 

 What do you think of Draco Malfoy?  
 How did you feel for Ron Weasley at 

the end of clip?  
 

You are going to read an extract from the book How Green You Are! by Berlie 
Doherty. One of the characters, Julie, is going to a new school. Like Ron Weasley 
even Julie gets to be intimidated by some nasty children. Before you read the 
extract, try to learn new words from the text by matching the words with their 
meaning. 
 
a convent school  plump 
b daft  a school where many of the teachers are nuns 
c chubby   transported in a wheeled vehicle 
d embroidered  foolish 
e trundled  made a sudden movement 
f staggered  needlework done to decorate cloth 
g lurched  move unsteadily from side to side 
h gutter  a person who looks down on others 
i snob  a trough along the eaves of a house to catch and 

carry off water 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SafKm0tsSOw
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Main Task: Read the extract. Then play the Kahoot quiz on your tablet by clicking 
on this link: https://kahoot.it/challenge/02824382?challenge-id=fc800eef-9fac-
4ec3-8137-9b6d6d7f4942_1590679348148  

 

https://kahoot.it/challenge/02824382?challenge-id=fc800eef-9fac-4ec3-8137-9b6d6d7f4942_1590679348148
https://kahoot.it/challenge/02824382?challenge-id=fc800eef-9fac-4ec3-8137-9b6d6d7f4942_1590679348148
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Adapted from How Green You Are by Berlie Doherty 

Post-Reading:  
How do you think the story ends? Write a suitable ending for this story.  
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
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Extra Activities 

Create your own school fact file: 

School Name: 
Location:  Draw your school: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Population: 
Hours: 
Name of Headmaster/Headmistress: 
 
Name/s of Assitant Head/s: 
 
Class Teacher: 
 
LSE:  
 
Best friend/s: 

Draw your classroom: 
 
 
 
 
 

Uniform: 
 
 

Draw picture: Subjects taught: 
 
Favourite subject: 
 

School activities: 
 
 
Favourite school activity:  
 

School facilities (e.g. gym):  

 

Learning App. Play this game on your tablet. Follow the link 
https://learningapps.org/7587344  

 

 

 

 

https://learningapps.org/7587344
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Idioms: 

IDIOM MEANING EXAMPLE SENTENCE 

the school 
of hard 
knocks 

 difficult experiences that happen 
in someone’s life and that 
influence the type of person they 
become 

He seems so tough because 
he grew up in the school of 
hard knocks.  

read 
between the 

lines 

understand something that is not 
expressed directly 

A good student could 
probably read between the 
lines. 

put two and 
two 

together 

guess what is happening or what 
something means based on what 
they have seen or heard 

It did not take her long to 
put two and two together 
and solve the case. 

teacher’s 
pet the teacher’s favourite 

Being so well-mannered, 
Carl immediately became the 
teacher’s pet. 

do your 
homework 

prepare for something by learning 
as much as you can about it 

You could tell from his exam 
answers that he hadn’t 
really done his homework.   

tell tales out 
of school 

reveal secrets or inform someone 
in authority that someone has 
done something wrong 

It is a bad idea to tell tales 
out of school as this may 
upset your fellow students.  

make the 
grade succeed 

If you believe in your dreams 
you will make the grade.  

have your 
nose in a 

book 

people who always seem to be 
reading. 

He's had his nose in a book 
for the entire camping trip. 
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Task 1: Your older brother is going to apply for a summer job in an office. You want 
to encourage him for the interview. Write down some sentences of encouragement 
using the above idioms.  

E.g.   If you prepare well for the job interview, you will make the grade. 

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

 

Task 2: Idioms Charades 

Write each idiom on a piece of paper. Pick one but keep it a secret from the other 
players. The other players must guess the idiom from your actions. Finally invert 
the roles and try to guess the idioms yourself.  

 

Try to watch and read:  

 

Read the book and then watch the movie.  

 

Do you notice any similarities or differences between the 
two versions? 

 

Malory Towers and Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 
Wizardry are two famous British schools in fiction. Try 
to read the series of books. You can also watch the Harry 
Potter movies. Which of these schools you would like to 
attend? 
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Then fill in a book review about one of these books and send it on 
pamela.zerafa@ilearn.edu.mt.  

mailto:pamela.zerafa@ilearn.edu.mt
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We look forward to know what you think of our suggested films. Fill in this film 
review and send it on: pamela.zerafa@ilearn.edu.mt 

mailto:pamela.zerafa@ilearn.edu.mt
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 Material taken/adapted from: 

https://www.twinkl.com.mt/ 
http://www.onestopenglish.com/teenagers/spot-on-news-lessons-for-
teens/pdf-content/school-of-hope-elementary/157362.article 
https://breakingnewsenglish.com/1409/140908-school-uniform-m.html 
 
40 Listening Activities for Lower-Level Class by Scholastic 
How Green You Are by Berlie Doherty 
Answers 

Listening Task  

A 

 
 
 
 
B 1. green 2. white 3. makes 4. decide 5. strict 6. detention 7. odd 8. blue 9. grey 
10. same. 11. hates 12. old-fashioned 13. earrings 14. skirt  

 
Reading Task 1 

1 a. F   b. T   c. T   d. F   e. F   f. T   g. F   h. T 

2  
 

 

 

Reading Task 2 

1  

 

 

https://www.twinkl.com.mt/
http://www.onestopenglish.com/teenagers/spot-on-news-lessons-for-teens/pdf-content/school-of-hope-elementary/157362.article
http://www.onestopenglish.com/teenagers/spot-on-news-lessons-for-teens/pdf-content/school-of-hope-elementary/157362.article
https://breakingnewsenglish.com/1409/140908-school-uniform-m.html
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2         a T    b F    c F    d T    e T    f F    g T    h T 
3  

 

 

4 

 

 

 

5  

 

7  8      organise sales, organise talent    
shows and raise funds from tickets, 
organise raffles … 

 

   

 

Literature Task  
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Reading for Pleasure 

Don’t forget to read for at least 20 minutes a day. Some free eBooks are available on the 
following sites: 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/  

http://www.storiesfromtheweb.org/earlyyears/sfw07_stories.asp  

http://www.littlegiraffes.com/storyprops1.html  

http://www.storyplace.org/preschool/other.asp  

http://www.priorywoods.middlesbrough.sch.uk/kidsonly/story/story.htm  

http://www.schoolexpress.com/storytime.php  

http://www.storylineonline.net  

https://www.worldbookday.com/  

If you want someone to read to you, you can always go online and choose a story which 
tickles your fancy: 

https://www.storylineonline.net/  

Teachers and Parents, for more resources, you can visit: 
http://taleinmalta.wixsite.com/elrc/resources  

or the official curriculum website: 

https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/syllabi_as_from_sept_2018/Pages/yr03_to_yr06 
_English.aspx     

or the Digital Resources tab: 
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/digital_resources/Pages/Primary-EnglishResources.aspx  

or Teleskola.mt    

 

Don’t forget to tune in on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 3.30 pm on TVM 2 to watch fun 
and educational clips on Teleskola.TV.  

 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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